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of beer from its raw ingredients to the finished product. Stop by on Wednesdays during Beer Week to see how close you can get. At the beginning of the journey, the brewers of the Great Northern Brewery
(GNB) watched a flock of wild duck who’ve just landed on a small lake nearby. The winds were strong and the cold temperatures were deceivingly chilly. The birds’ coming was possibly not the intention of the
brewers, and yet the birds’ arrival was a perfect example of just how a small act can produce a big result. As history tells us, the GNB was granted a licence back in 1858, and the brewery relocated to Oxford in
1859. By the end of the 19th century, it had become the biggest brewery in England, producing over 25,000 barrels of strong ale a year. This past weekend, just under 50 years since the opening of the GNB, the
Great Northern Brewery invited its customers to take a peek into the history of the brewery. A journey from its beginnings to where the brewery is today, and one that each of us can take part in as we roll along.
Being a sour beer aficionado, it was with great interest that I was invited back by the brewery to find out more about what makes a good sour beer. To begin the journey, I was taken by the Scottish Blonde, which

is an old-style German-style lager brewed with Scottish sea salt. It starts with a light malt aroma and a dash of wheat, which adds a zesty spice. When you swallow the dry lager beer it has a crisp refreshing
quality and finishes strong with a bitter dryness that lingers into the next sip. A good example of a sour beer. The next stop along the path to discovering good sour beer is the GNB�
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